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“Wilson is an unapologetic hand-thrower and
hand-builder and has managed to produce work
that accepts, even confronts, the utilitarian past
of ceramics whilst simultaneously offering
striking new possibilities of form and conception,
depth and meaning. In many ways his search
for the ‘perfect form’ in hand-making has created
a form of ‘natural engineering’ that is at once
commonplace yet uniquely beautiful.”
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Top / Systematic series, thrown and assembled stoneware
Above / Continuity and interruption series, thrown and altered stoneware

Above / Systematic series, thrown and assembled stoneware

Below / Continuity and interruption series, thrown and altered stoneware

Below / Exhibition at Guldaageraard ceramic research centre, Denmark

Above / 3 porcelain cylinders with engobe

Above / Concave thrown vessel form
Below / 2 thrown vessel forms
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recently at the National Craft

Gallery’s ‘Breaking Out’ exhibition in
2009.

Wilson’s work to date has

evolved within an eclectic framework
of reference; most directly he looks to
inter-war and mid-century abstract and
constructivist painting in England and
Ireland. His pieces seem organic but
are often cut up and reformed,
restructured and reconstituted. Perfect
lines, sinuous curves and the sharp
meeting of the two fuse ideas of
function and expression whilst at the
same time avoid alienating the viewer.

Above / Experimental work, thrown and assembled stoneware
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Derek Wilson is

currently on the ‘Making It’ Craft NI
programme and is based at the School
of Art and Design in Belfast, where he
continues to produce remarkably rich
ideas and objects.
Joseph McBrinn
Above / 3 thrown and dimpled porcelain bowls

Below / Arts Council commission

All quotes are from conversation with
Derek Wilson, to whom I am grateful for
his giving me his time.
Derek
can
be
contacted
at
www.derekwilsonceramics.com, through
contacting the School of Art and Design at
the University of Ulster or Craft Northern
Ireland.
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